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To Pleasure A Prince
Continuing her irresistible Royal Brotherhood Series, bestselling
author Sabrina Jeffries introduces the third of three half-noble half
brothers—the brashest rogue in all of London. Proper Lady Christabel,
the Marchioness of Haversham, is desperate to regain some letters that
could destroy her—so desperate that she pretends to be the mistress of
notorious gaming-club owner Gavin Byrne to accompany him to a
scandalous house party where she can reclaim them. But when she agreed
to let Byrne coach her on how a true mistress behaves, she never
suspected how very...persuasive his wicked lessons would be. Gavin is
secretly determined to find the letters himself and use them for
revenge against the noble sire who abandoned him to grow up in
London's worst slums. He's also delighted at how very successful his
"mistress lessons" are: it won't be long before the luscious young
widow is in his bed. But when Christabel catches Gavin in his own
seductive net, he faces a difficult choice: to wreak the vengeance
he's planned all his life, or to protect the woman he may—to his own
astonishment—need more than revenge.
Damen is a warrior hero to his people, and the rightful heir to the
throne of Akielos. But when his half-brother seizes power, Damien is
captured, stripped of his identity and sent to serve the prince of an
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enemy nation as a pleasure slave. For Damen, there is just one rule:
never, ever reveal his true identity. Because the one man Damen needs
is the one man who has more reason to hate him than anyone else. Bound
to thrill long term online fans of the Captive Prince trilogy, this
volume contains the original story in full alongside exclusive bonus
short stories.
A jaw-dropping story of how a girl from the suburbs ends up in a
prince's harem, and emerges from the secret Xanadu both richer and
wiser At eighteen, Jillian Lauren was an NYU theater school dropout
with a tip about an upcoming audition. The "casting director" told her
that a rich businessman in Singapore would pay pretty American girls
$20,000 if they stayed for two weeks to spice up his parties. Soon,
Jillian was on a plane to Borneo, where she would spend the next
eighteen months in the harem of Prince Jefri Bolkiah, youngest brother
of the Sultan of Brunei, leaving behind her gritty East Village
apartment for a palace with rugs laced with gold and trading her band
of artist friends for a coterie of backstabbing beauties. More than
just a sexy read set in an exotic land, Some Girls is also the story
of how a rebellious teen found herself-and the courage to meet her
birth mother and eventually adopt a baby boy.
The stunning conslusion of worldwide phenomenon—from the boldly
original author of Captive Prince and Prince’s Gambit. His identity
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now revealed, Damen must face his master Prince Laurent as Damianos of
Akielos, the man Laurent has sworn to kill. On the brink of a
momentous battle, the future of both their countries hangs in the
balance. In the south, Kastor's forces are massing. In the north, the
Regent's armies are mobilising for war. Damen's only hope of
reclaiming his throne is to fight together with Laurent against their
usurpers. Forced into an uneasy alliance the two princes journey deep
into Akielos, where they face their most dangerous opposition yet. But
even if the fragile trust they have built survives the revelation of
Damen’s identity—can it stand against the Regents final, deadly play
for the throne?
Once Upon a Prince
The Passions and Paradoxes of an Improbable Life
Prince of Pleasure
The Prince of the Skies
The Red Prince
To Pleasure a Lady
The incomparable Nicole Jordan weaves a seductive tale of passion and betrayal,
intrigue and destiny, in her most devastatingly delicious love story yet. . . . He is
England’s most notorious rake. Known as Dare to his friends, the wicked,
outrageously charming Marquess of Wolverton is a consummate pleasure-seeker.
But the seductive lifestyle is just his way of burying painful memories of the
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dazzling actress who once shattered his heart. When treachery threatens the
Crown, Dare resolves to use his former beloved to help unmask a deadly traitor.
Forced to betray the only man she ever loved, Julienne wants simply to forget the
tender passion they had known as young lovers. But when Dare publicly vows to
have her again as his mistress, she responds to his challenge with a vow of her
own: to bring the Prince of Pleasure to his arrogant knees. As romantic
adversaries, they play a provocative game of seduction. As patriotic allies, they
embark on a perilous mission rife with danger and desire. And as their
unforgettable passion rekindles, together they discover what Dare has long
denied—that true love is the greatest pleasure of all.
Kresley Cole returns with a breathtaking romantic saga of love, honor, and passion
unbound -- as a man of duty faces his greatest trial, and a young castaway
discovers her greatest desire.... A man noted for his courage and integrity, Captain
Grant Sutherland journeys to Oceania to find Victoria Dearbourne, an English girl
lost at sea a decade before. He's given her ailing grandfather his word -- as a
gentleman -- to find and protect her. But one look at a grown Victoria and Grant
has never felt less like one. Tori relishes freedom, untamed passion, and
spontaneity above stifling order. Even more so when a proud, cold British captain
arrives to rescue her, though she has no wish to be. As Grant tries to convince her
to leave her island home, she begins to see in him a man hungering for more. A
man who once laughed. A man who desires her but won't take what she offers.
Grant struggles to control his own savage passions -- and fails, Tori must decide
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what she wants more -- her unfettered independence or the only man who could
tame her wild heart....
To Pleasure a PrinceSimon and Schuster
Bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries pens the sizzling story of one of three halfnoble half brothers, who makes a most unwelcome entrance into society... and a
most unexpected match. Beautiful Lady Regina Tremaine has turned down so
many suitors that she's called La Belle Dame Sans Merci. The truth: she won't
marry because she carries a dark secret. She sees no good reason, however, why
her brother shouldn't court the lovely Louisa North -- even if the girl's brother, the
notorious "Dragon Viscount," objects. Marcus North, Viscount Draker -- bastard
son of the Prince of Wales -- is rumored to be a monster who holds women captive
in his dark castle to have his way with them. He has been exiled from polite society
for years. But when Lady Regina makes a plea on her brother's behalf, Marcus
proposes an outrageous deal: her brother can court Louisa so long as Marcus can
court Regina. Can the beauty and the beast survive a proper courtship when the
devastatingly improper passion between them threatens to cause the scandal of
the century?
My Life in a Harem
Prince's Gambit
The Price of Pleasure
Red, White & Royal Blue
Broken Prince
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Prince Charles
* Instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestseller * * GOODREADS CHOICE
AWARD WINNER for BEST DEBUT and BEST ROMANCE of 2019 * * BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR* for VOGUE, NPR, VANITY FAIR, and more! * What happens when
America's First Son falls in love with the Prince of Wales? When his
mother became President, Alex Claremont-Diaz was promptly cast as the
American equivalent of a young royal. Handsome, charismatic,
genius—his image is pure millennial-marketing gold for the White
House. There's only one problem: Alex has a beef with the actual
prince, Henry, across the pond. And when the tabloids get hold of a
photo involving an Alex-Henry altercation, U.S./British relations take
a turn for the worse. Heads of family, state, and other handlers
devise a plan for damage control: staging a truce between the two
rivals. What at first begins as a fake, Instragramable friendship
grows deeper, and more dangerous, than either Alex or Henry could have
imagined. Soon Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with
a surprisingly unstuffy Henry that could derail the campaign and upend
two nations and begs the question: Can love save the world after all?
Where do we find the courage, and the power, to be the people we are
meant to be? And how can we learn to let our true colors shine
through? Casey McQuiston's Red, White & Royal Blue proves: true love
isn't always diplomatic. "I took this with me wherever I went and
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stole every second I had to read! Absorbing, hilarious, tender,
sexy—this book had everything I crave. I’m jealous of all the readers
out there who still get to experience Red, White & Royal Blue for the
first time!" - Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling author of
The Unhoneymooners "Red, White & Royal Blue is outrageously fun. It is
romantic, sexy, witty, and thrilling. I loved every second." - Taylor
Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The
Six
BOOK ONE IN THE BROKEN EMPIRE TRILOGY “Prince of Thorns deserves
attention as the work of an iconoclast who seems determined to turn
that familiar thing, Medievalesque Fantasy Trilogy, entirely on its
head.”—Locus When he was nine, he watched as his mother and brother
were killed before him. By the time he was thirteen, he was the leader
of a band of bloodthirsty thugs. By fifteen, he intends to be king...
It’s time for Prince Honorous Jorg Ancrath to return to the castle he
turned his back on, to take what’s rightfully his. Since the day he
hung pinned on the thorns of a briar patch and watched Count Renar’s
men slaughter his mother and young brother, Jorg has been driven to
vent his rage. Life and death are no more than a game to him—and he
has nothing left to lose. But treachery awaits him in his father’s
castle. Treachery and dark magic. No matter how fierce his will, can
one young man conquer enemies with power beyond his imagining?
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It is almost impossible to envision what childhood would be like
without the enchanting world of fairyland. Princes and princesses,
flying dragons, monsters and magicians, giants and dwarfs, ogres and
fairiesâ€”these are the companions who thrill youngsters of all lands
and times. This book contains 21 such tales. Coming from all quarters
of the world, including France, England, Germany, Denmark and Romania,
the stories provide rich insight into the lives and cultures of
different peoples. Narrated in clear, lively and easy to understand
language, the tales are enriched with beautiful illustrations.
Natharr is Guardian of Maarihk, one of a long line of protectors
dating back to the Firstborn Age, before the Aa Conquest. Natharr's is
an ancient role, rooted in his Firstblood, giving him Sight to see
what is yet to be, adhering to his sacred duties even in the centuries
since the Firstborn were forced to the brink of extinction by the Aa.
Natharr still stands guard over all men, Aa or Firstborn, Seeing what
will come to pass, determining what can be avoided and what cannot.
Spending decades planning, even for saving the life of the newborn
Crown Prince, so he may one day reclaim the throne.
Charming the Prince
Mills & Boon Comics
Pleasure of a Dark Prince
Prince of Shadows
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The Prince's Boy
The Secret Lives of a Habsburg Archduke

As a young soldier, Vice President Embry Moore learned the
bittersweet truth about loving a hero: it can never last. Having made
sacrifice after silent sacrifice to protect the best man he’s ever
known, he’s only just now found his way back into Ash’s arms--and
into the heart of Ash’s wife, Greer. But when Greer is taken from Ash
and Embry’s bed, it sets in motion a series of painful revelations that
threaten to turn their years of tortured love against them… From the
USA Today bestselling author of American Queen comes the second
installment in the New Camelot trilogy, a contemporary fairy tale of
power, pain, and an all-consuming love that won’t be denied.
A chronicle of the scandalous reign of England's George IV captures
the sexual intrigue and financial improvidence that that helped define
the Regency period and also notes this complex King's intelligence
and advocacy of the arts. Reprint.
The star-crossed tale of Romeo and Juliet, told through the eyes of
Romeo's cousin, Benvolio, a thief known as the Prince of Shadows.
Nicole Jordan spins a delectable tale of wit and exquisite sensuality in
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this mesmerizing Regency romance, the captivating first in a dazzling
new trilogy, The Courtship Wars. Marcus Pierce, a strikingly
handsome aristocrat with a wicked reputation, inherits guardianship
of Arabella Loring and her two younger sisters–and immediately
declares his intention to marry them off. But gorgeously defiant
Arabella sparks frustration– and something deeply erotic–in Marcus.
After matching both wits and swords with her, Marcus concludes that
this beautiful and formidable foe must be his. Having sworn off
marriage and men, Arabella wishes to be left alone to run her
finishing school for young ladies. To that end, she boldly accepts
Marcus’s intimate challenge: If he can woo and win her within two
weeks, she’ll take her place in his bed as his wife. However, if she can
resist his considerable charms, the Loring sisters will be granted their
independence. Thus an extraordinary game of seduction begins. . . .
Hostage to Pleasure
The Little Prince
One Night with a Prince
Book One of New Blood
PRINCE'S PLEASURE
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Tyler is a reporter for a gossip newspaper, but she s always letting big scoops
slip from her fingers and is on the verge of being fired. Her last hope is a
weeklong exclusive interview with Zak, a famous actor. She can t fail! She
anxiously heads to the interview, but Zak s attitude when she gets there is
super cold! She tries to get him to let her in, but ends up passing out after a few
too many drinks. Tyler is surprised when she wakes up the next morning and
finds herself in Zak s bed!
Zepp Hunt wasn't the king of Dayton high school. He was the top of the food
chain. And I was next in line to be dragged into the lion's den. At least that's
what he thought...Good girls wanted to tame him. Bad girls wanted to be tainted
by him. Everyone bowed down to him. And me?I hated Zeppelin Hunt with every
fiber of my being.Which was why I stayed away from the arrogant bad boy with
tattoos and a rap sheet.Until I couldn't.Until we traded favors, and I owed him
three months of my life. I never thought I would end up in his bed, and when I
did, I had to remind myself that he hated me as much as I hated him.Until I
didn't.Zepp Hunt was no prince, and I absolutely refused to be his damsel in
distress...
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex s first
children s book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship
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between father and son, as seen through a mother s eyes. The book s
storytelling and illustration give us snapshots of shared moments that evoke a
deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench Where
you ll witness great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In
The Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving
and expanding relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many
ways that love can take shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a
deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion, The Bench gives readers a
window into shared and enduring moments between a diverse group of fathers
and sons̶moments of peace and reflection, trust and belief, discovery and
learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolor for the first time, Caldecottwinning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature
style to bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father s
love through a mother s eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and
heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be treasured by families for generations
to come.
In order to stop a lethal plot and avoid war, Damen and Prince Laurent travel to
the battlefield, but as the truth of their pasts comes to light, their trust in each
other is tested and their lives are put at risk.
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The Crimson Fairy
To Pleasure A Prince - Book 2
Prince Philip Revealed
Some Girls
A Novel of Romeo and Juliet
The Prince of Pleasure
#1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole enraptures
again with this seductive tale of a fierce werewolf prince
who will stop at nothing to protect the lovely archer he
covets from afar. A dangerous beauty... Lucia the Huntress:
as mysterious as she is exquisite, she harbors secrets that
threaten to destroy her—and those she loves. An
uncontrollable need… Garreth MacRieve, Prince of the Lykae:
the brutal Highland warrior who burns to finally claim this
maddeningly sensual creature as his own. That lead to a
pleasure so wicked… From the shadows, Garreth has long
watched over Lucia. Now, the only way to keep the proud
huntress safe from harm is to convince her to accept him as
her guardian. To do this, Garreth will ruthlessly exploit
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Lucia's greatest weakness—her wanton desire for him.
In May 1927, nineteen-year-old Dinu Grigorescu, a skinny boy
with literary ambitions, is newly arrived in Paris. He has
been sent from Bucharest, the city of his childhood, by his
wealthy father to embark upon a bohemian adventure and
relish the unique pleasures of Parisian life. An innocent in
a new city, still grieving the sudden loss of his beloved
mother Elena seven years earlier, Dinu is encouraged to
enjoy la vie de Bohème by his distant cousin, Eduard. But
tentatively, secretly, Dinu is drawn to the Bains du Ballon
d'Alsace, a notorious establishment rumored to offer the men
of Paris, married or otherwise, who enjoy something
different, everything they crave. It is here that he meets
Razvan, a fellow Romanian, the adopted child of a man of
refinement-a prince's boy-whose stories of Proust and other
artists entrance Dinu, and who will become the young man's
teacher in the ways of the world. At a distance of forty
years and written in London, his refuge from the horrors of
Europe's early-twentieth-century history, Dinu's memoir of
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his brief spell in Paris is one of exploration and
rediscovery. The love that blossomed that sunlit day in such
inauspicious and unromantic surroundings would transcend
lust, separation, despair, and even death to endure a
lifetime. This is a work of extraordinary sensual delicacy,
an exquisite novel from one of our most celebrated writers.
A gripping narrative of friendship and exploration, and an
homage to Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, an unforgettable writer
who touched the lives of millions of readers, and who was
able to see the world through the eyes of a child. In the
1920s, long before he wrote The Little Prince, Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry was an accomplished pilot. Along with Jean
Mermoz and Henri Guillaumet, he was chosen to pioneer new
mail routes across the globe. No distance was too far and no
mountain too high—each letter had to reach its destination.
The three friends soared through the air, while back on
solid ground, they dealt with a world torn apart by wars and
political factions.
New York Times Bestseller A School Library Journal Best Book
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of 2017 A never-before-published, previously unfinished Mark
Twain children's story is brought to life by Philip and Erin
Stead, creators of the Caldecott Medal-winning A Sick Day
for Amos McGee. In a hotel in Paris one evening in 1879,
Mark Twain sat with his young daughters, who begged their
father for a story. Twain began telling them the tale of
Johnny, a poor boy in possession of some magical seeds.
Later, Twain would jot down some rough notes about the
story, but the tale was left unfinished . . . until now.
Plucked from the Mark Twain archive at the University of
California at Berkeley, Twain's notes now form the
foundation of a fairy tale picked up over a century later.
With only Twain's fragmentary script and a story that stops
partway as his guide, author Philip Stead has written a tale
that imagines what might have been if Twain had fully
realized this work. Johnny, forlorn and alone except for his
pet chicken, meets a kind woman who gives him seeds that
change his fortune, allowing him to speak with animals and
sending him on a quest to rescue a stolen prince. In the
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face of a bullying tyrant king, Johnny and his animal
friends come to understand that generosity, empathy, and
quiet courage are gifts more precious in this world than
power and gold. Illuminated by Erin Stead's graceful,
humorous, and achingly poignant artwork, this is a story
that reaches through time and brings us a new book from
America's most legendary writer, envisioned by two of
today's most important names in children's literature. A
Bank Street College of Education 2018 Best Children's Book
of the Year "will capture the imaginations of readers of all
ages"--USA Today, ★ ★ ★ ★ (out of four stars) ★ "Samuel
Langhorne Clemens himself would be proud."--Booklist,
starred review ★ "a cast of eccentric characters,
celestially fine writing, and a crusade against pomp that
doesn't sacrifice humor."--Publishers Weekly, starred review
★ "Completing a story penned by arguably America's greatest
author is no easy feat, but the Caldecott-winning authorillustrator (and husband-wife) team proves more than equal
to the task. . . . A pensive and whimsical work that Twain
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would applaud."--Kirkus, starred review ★ "The combination
of Twain's (often sarcastic) humor and "lessons of life," a
touch of allegory, and Stead's own storytelling skills
result in an awesome piece of fantasy."--School Library
Journal, starred review ★ "Beautifully understated and
nuanced illustrations by Erin Stead add the finishing
flourishes to this remarkable work."--Shelf Awareness,
starred review "drawn with a graceful crosshatched
intelligence that seems close to the best of Wyeth."--Adam
Gopnik, The New York Times "Twain and the two Steads have
created what could become a read-aloud classic, perfect for
families to enjoy together."--The Horn Book "artful and meta
and elegant"--The Wall Street Journal "should inspire
readers young and old to seek further adventures with
Twain."--The Washington Post
Guilty Pleasure
The Purloining of Prince Oleomargarine
The History of Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia
The Prince of Wales and the Making of the Regency
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American Prince
An Enemies to Lovers Romance
Presents a photographic essay on the Prince tour "21 Nights" held in
London in 2007, depicting the performer and his band in on-stage
performances, backstage preparations, and after-hour sessions, in a
text which includes poetry and song lyrics.
Discover the full and fascinating story of Prince Philip—one of the most
important, elusive, and intriguing royals—in “the first major biography
of Philip in more than thirty years” (Vanity Fair) written by the
renowned royal family expert and editor-in-chief of Majesty magazine.
The son of Greek and Danish royalty, consort to the queen, and the
grandfather of Princes Harry and William, Prince Philip was at the heart
of the royal family for decades—yet he remained an enigma to many.
Now, Ingrid Seward, the editor-in-chief of Majesty magazine, brings her
decades of experience covering the royal family to this “authoritative
and thorough” (Kirkus Reviews) biography of Queen Elizabeth II’s
husband, and father, grandfather, and great-grandfather of the next
three kings of England. From his early childhood in Paris among
aristocrats and his mother’s battle with schizophrenia to his military
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service during World War II and marriage to Elizabeth in 1947, Seward
chronicles Philip’s life and reveals his many faces—as a father, a
philanthropist, a philanderer, and a statesman. Though it took years for
Philip to find his place in a royal court that initially distrusted him, he
remained one of the most complex, powerful, yet confounding
members of Britain’s royal family until his death in April 2021.
Entertaining, eye-opening, and informative, Prince Philip Revealed gets
to the heart of his multi-faceted character and his crucial role in
shaping the monarchy in the twenty-first century.
Widowed Anna Wren is having a wretched day. After an arrogant man
on horseback nearly crushes her, she arrives home to learn that she is
in dire financial straits. THERE COMES A TIME IN A LADY'S LIFE The Earl
of Swartingham is in a quandary. Having frightened off two secretaries,
Edward de Raaf needs someone who can withstand his bad temper and
boorish behavior. WHEN SHE MUST DO THE UNTHINKABLE . . . When
Anna becomes the earl's secretary, it would seem that both their
problems are solved. But when she discovers he plans to visit the most
notorious brothel in London, she sees red-and decides to assuage her
desires . . .
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Years after her death, Princess
Diana remains a mystery. This "insanely readable and improbably
profound" biography (Chicago Tribune) reveals the truth as only famed
journalist Tina Brown could tell it. "The best book on Diana." —The New
Yorker Was she “the people’s princess,” who electrified the world with
her beauty and humanitarian missions? Or was she manipulative and
media-savvy and nearly brought down the monarchy? Tina Brown,
former Editor-in-Chief of Tatler, England’s glossiest gossip magazine;
Vanity Fair; and The New Yorker gives us the answers. Tina knew Diana
personally and has far-reaching insight into the royals and the Queen
herself. In The Diana Chronicles, you will meet a formidable female
cast and understand as never before the society that shaped them:
Diana's sexually charged mother, her scheming grandmother, the
stepmother she hated but finally came to terms with, and bad-girl
Fergie, her sister-in-law, who concealed wounds of her own. Most
formidable of them all was her mother-in-law, the Queen, whose
admiration Diana sought till the day she died. Add Camilla ParkerBowles, the ultimate "other woman" into this combustible mix, and it's
no wonder that Diana broke out of her royal cage into celebrity culture,
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where she found her own power and used it to devastating effect.
Kings Rising
The Magic Kettle & Other Stories
Prince's Pleasure
A Novel
21 Nights
The Bench
The only thing worse than living in a town where everyone hates you is having to work for the man who
broke your heart.Redemption, Tennessee held nothing but painful memories that Lark Ashton had no desire
to rehash. After the only man she's ever loved crush her soul and spirit, and all her friends turned their backs
on her, she swore to herself she'd never go back. But when her aunt calls, asking a favor she can't possibly
refuse, Lark finds herself public enemy number one . . . again.Clay Morrison has spent seven years trying to
convince himself he's no longer in love with Lark Ashton. But when the woman he thinks betrayed him and
his family returns, she brings with her a whole slew of feelings he's worked hard to ignore. Now he can't get
the bane of his existence out of his head.She's in desperate need of a job. He can't resist the chance to have
her at his mercy.And they're both about to discover what happens when the most intense passion they've
ever felt is with a person they hate.
One of the most charming Cinderella stories of all time! Lord Bannor the Bold has never feared anything in
his life--until the war ends and he finds himself a reluctant papa to a dozen unruly children. He sends his
steward out to find them a mother--some meek, plain creature who won't tempt him to get her with child.
But his steward returns with a spirited beauty who makes him think of nothing else. Lady Willow is
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everything Bannor has sworn to resist. He never dreams she will join forces with those mischievous imps of
his to teach him just how sweet surrender can be! Book 1 in Teresa Medeiros's ONCE UPON A TIME
Series, which includes Charming the Prince, The Bride and the Beast and Fairest of Them All Praise for New
York Times bestseller CHARMING THE PRINCE “What joy! The magic that comes from Teresa
Medeiros’s pen makes you smile with satisfaction, sigh with pleasure and wish Charming the Prince never
came to an end.” –Romantic Times “Ms. Medeiros gives her fans another wonderfully witty and
charming tale…purely delightful!” The Old Book Barn Gazette “From the opening page of Charming the
Prince, the reader knows the fun has just begun…humorous and entertaining. You’ll be charmed by
Charming the Prince.” –Rocky Mountain News “Nobody writes humor with more heart or passion with
more pleasure. Medeiros is magic!” –New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd ENGLISH
LANGUAGE EDITION Medieval romance, Humorous romance, Historical romance, Knight romance
Described by the Duke of Wellington as 'the most extraordinary compound of talent, wit, buffoonery,
obstinacy and good feeling that I ever saw in one character in my life', George Augustus Frederick, Prince of
Wales, later George IV, was a highly controversial figure. He courted both Whigs and Tories in his attempts
to establish the Regency during the 'madness' of his father, George III. Scandalous liaisons with prostitutes
and duchesses, and his 'secret' marriage to the Catholic Mrs Fitzherbert, tested his duty - to nation and to
family. Yet his support for overseas campaigns against Napoleon, culminating in such historic victories as
Trafalgar and Waterloo, consolidated Britain's status as the pre-eminent world power amid the great social
and economic upheavals of the Industrial Revolution. Drawing on a wealth of original accounts of life in
Georgian Britain, Saul David has created a masterly portrait - of a flamboyant, opportunistic and influential
figure, and of a nation in a time of great change.
Wilhelm Von Habsburg wore the uniform of the Austrian officer, the court regalia of a Habsburg archduke,
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the simple suit of a Parisian exile, the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece, and, every so often, a dress. He
could handle a saber, a pistol, a rudder, or a golf club; he handled women by necessity and men for pleasure.
He spoke the Italian of his archduchess mother, the German of his archduke father, the English of his British
royal friends, the Polish of the country his father wished to rule, and the Ukrainian of the land Wilhelm
wished to rule himself. In this exhilarating narrative history, prize-winning historian Timothy D. Snyder
offers an indelible portrait of an aristocrat whose life personifies the wrenching upheavals of the first half of
the twentieth century, as the rule of empire gave way to the new politics of nationalism. Coming of age during
the First World War, Wilhelm repudiated his family to fight alongside Ukrainian peasants in hopes that he
would become their king. When this dream collapsed he became, by turns, an ally of German imperialists, a
notorious French lover, an angry Austrian monarchist, a calm opponent of Hitler, and a British spy against
Stalin. Played out in Europe's glittering capitals and bloody battlefields, in extravagant ski resorts and dank
prison cells, The Red Prince captures an extraordinary moment in the history of Europe, in which the old
order of the past was giving way to an undefined future-and in which everything, including identity itself,
seemed up for grabs.
Crown Prince
The Diana Chronicles
No Prince
My Body
A Tale
Prince of Thorns

“This generation’s Cruel Intentions.” Jennifer L.
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Armentrout, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author These
Royals will ruin you… From wharf fights and school brawls to
crumbling lives inside glittery mansions, one guy tries to
save himself. Reed Royal has it all—looks, status, money.
The girls at his elite prep school line up to date him, the
guys want to be him, but Reed never gave a damn about anyone
but his family until Ella Harper walked into his life. What
started off as burning resentment and the need to make his
father’s new ward suffer turned into something else
entirely—keep Ella close. Keep Ella safe. But when one
foolish mistake drives her out of Reed’s arms and brings
chaos to the Royal household, Reed’s entire world begins to
fall apart around him. Ella doesn’t want him anymore. She
says they’ll only destroy each other. She might be right.
Secrets. Betrayal. Enemies. It’s like nothing Reed has ever
dealt with before, and if he’s going to win back his
princess, he’ll need to prove himself Royally worthy.
A rebel Psy scientist finds herself at the mercy of a
changeling who has sworn vengeance against her kind in this
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thrilling romance in Nalini Singh’s New York Times
bestselling series. Separated from her son and forced to
create a neural implant that will mean the effective
enslavement of her psychically gifted race, Ashaya Aleine is
the perfect Psy—cool, calm, emotionless...at least on the
surface. Inside, she’s fighting a desperate battle to save
her son and escape the vicious cold of the PsyNet. Yet when
escape comes, it leads not to safety, but to the lethal
danger of a sniper’s embrace. DarkRiver sniper Dorian
Christensen lost his sister to a Psy killer. Though he lacks
the changeling ability to shift into animal form, his
leopard lives within. And that leopard’s rage at the brutal
loss is a clawing darkness that hungers for vengeance.
Falling for a Psy has never been on Dorian’s agenda. But
charged with protecting Ashaya and her son, he discovers
that passion has a way of changing the rules...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince
Charles are illuminated in a major new biography from the
New York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the
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Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell Smith
returns once again to the British royal family to give us a
new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the throne in
more than three hundred years. This vivid, eye-opening
biography—the product of four years of research and hundreds
of interviews with palace officials, former girlfriends,
spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on the record for
the first time—is the first authoritative treatment of
Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of Diana, his
marriage to Camilla, and his preparations to take the throne
one day. Prince Charles brings to life the real man, with
all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions. It
begins with his lonely childhood, in which he struggled to
live up to his father’s expectations and sought
companionship from the Queen Mother and his great-uncle Lord
Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult years at
school, his early love affairs, his intellectual quests, his
entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for
spiritual meaning. It tells of the tragedy of his marriage
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to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla;
and his relationships with William, Kate, Harry, and his
grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to his
country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to his local
initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a
fiercely independent spirit and yet has spent more than six
decades waiting for his destined role, living a life
dictated by protocols he often struggles to obey. With keen
insight and the discovery of unexpected new details, Smith
lays bare the contradictions of a man who is more
complicated, tragic, and compelling than we knew, until now.
Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith] understands the British
upper classes and aristocracy (including the royals) very
well indeed. . . . [She] makes many telling, shrewd points
in pursuit of realigning the popular image of Prince
Charles.”—William Boyd, The New York Times Book Review “[A]
masterly account.”—The Wall Street Journal “Thoroughly
researched and insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear
[Smith] got inside the circular barriers that protect the
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man and his position. The Charles that emerges is, as the
subtitle suggests, both a paradox and a creature of his
passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly juicy bio
. . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People “Prince
Charles paints an affectingly human portrait. . . . Smith
writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and sympathy she
perfected in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The
Christian Science Monitor “Comprehensive and admirably fair
. . . Until his accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait
will stand as the definitive study.”—Booklist (starred
review) “[A] fascinating book that is not just about a man
who would be king, but also about the duties that come with
privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally Bedell Smith has given us
a complete and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow
of the throne. It’s all here, from the back stairs of the
palaces to the front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw
Living in his twin brother's too perfect shadow, Evander
Galanis has struggled to prove himself a worthy heir to the
throne. It seems the only thing he excels at is
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disappointing his father. Impulsive, spoiled, and surrounded
by an air of entitlement, he doesn't yet understand what it
means to be king. When he is left in charge one day in his
father's absence, he has the opportunity to prove his worth,
but makes a grave mistake that costs him everything.
Disgraced and stripped of his title, he flees the castle in
a rush of anger. Deep in the forest, alone and unwanted,
lives a mysterious forestling, Mathias. Mathias isn't like
others. With the ability to foresee people's death, he
believes himself to be cursed. Feared and misunderstood by
everyone, the only family Mathias has are his forest
friends. Until, one day, a stranger wanders into his home
and refuses to leave. Two worlds collide when the entitled
Prince and the naive forest boy meet. Evander and Mathias
are like night and day, but they can't fight the connection
between them. When Mathias' visions shed blood on his
family, Evander needs to decide if he will risk the man he's
grown to love to save the Kingdom that cast him out, or
leave them to their fate.
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Captive Prince
To Pleasure a Prince
The Raven Prince
Pbk
Reporter Tyler Wood can't believe her luck when she gets to shadow Zak Prince
for a week. An exclusive interview with the handsome Hollywood actor could
make her career! Zak Prince can't believe his luck when he meets Tyler! He
hadn't wanted to be followed around by some nosy reporter, but working with
this stunning brunette won't be a hardship at all! Soon, however, candid photos
are appearing in the press. Zak feels furious and betrayed. Could Tyler set him
up?
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "My Body offers a lucid examination of
the mirrors in which its author has seen herself, and her indoctrination into the
cult of beauty as defined by powerful men. In its more transcendent passages . .
. the author steps beyond the reach of any 'Pygmalion' and becomes a more
dangerous kind of beautiful. She becomes a kind of god in her own right: an
artist." ̶Melissa Febos, The New York Times Book Review A "MOST
ANTICIPATED" AND "BEST OF FALL 2021" BOOK FOR * VOGUE * TIME * ESQUIRE
* PEOPLE * USA TODAY * CHICAGO TRIBUNE * LOS ANGELES TIMES *
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SHONDALAND * ALMA * THRILLEST * NYLON * FORTUNE A deeply honest
investigation of what it means to be a woman and a commodity from Emily
Ratajkowski, the archetypal, multi-hyphenate celebrity of our time Emily
Ratajkowski is an acclaimed model and actress, an engaged political
progressive, a formidable entrepreneur, a global social media phenomenon,
and now, a writer. Rocketing to world fame at age twenty-one, Ratajkowski
sparked both praise and furor with the provocative display of her body as an
unapologetic statement of feminist empowerment. The subsequent evolution
in her thinking about our culture s commodification of women is the subject
of this book. My Body is a profoundly personal exploration of feminism,
sexuality, and power, of men's treatment of women and women's
rationalizations for accepting that treatment. These essays chronicle moments
from Ratajkowski s life while investigating the culture s fetishization of girls
and female beauty, its obsession with and contempt for women s sexuality,
the perverse dynamics of the fashion and film industries, and the gray area
between consent and abuse. Nuanced, fierce, and incisive, My Body marks the
debut of a writer brimming with courage and intelligence.
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